Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra
(Established by the State Legislature Act XII of 1956)
('A+' Grade, NAAC Accredited)

To

The Dean,
Faculty of Engg. & Tech.,
K. U. Kurukshetra.

Subject: - Inclusion of Subject of Environmental Studies (MPC-201N) and Energy Studies (MPC-202N) in B.Tech. (Automobile Engg.; Food Technology and Mechatronics Engg.) in V & VI Semesters for the next qualifying Exams. to be held in Dec. 2017 and May/June, 2018 only for the batch 2015-19. However for other Batches both these subjects/papers will be held as per Scheme for other courses.

Dear Sir,

In partial supersession of this office letter No. ACS-III/17/15339 dated 13.11.2017 on the subject cited above, it is informed that the Vice-Chancellor has been pleased to approve in anticipation of approval of the Academic Council; inclusion of the Subjects of Environmental Studies (MPC-201N) and Energy Studies (MPC-202N) in B.Tech. (Automobile Engg.; Food Technology and Mechatronics Engg.) V & VI Semesters for the next qualifying Exams. to be held in Dec. 2017 and May/June, 2018 sessions only for the batch 2015-19. However for other Batches both these subjects/papers will be held as per Scheme for other courses.

The Schemes of Examination and Syllabi of the above mentioned courses have already been uploaded on kuk website i.e. www.kuk.ac.in. This is for your information and further necessary action.

Yours faithfully,

Deputy Registrar (Academic)

Endst. No. ACS-III/17/16405-16417
Dated 18-12-17

A copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information and necessary action:
2. Deputy Registrar/A.O/Assistant Registrar (Conduct, R-I, II & III), K.U.K (the Schemes of Examination of the above said courses have already been supplied vide Endst. No. ACS-III/17/15340-15352 dated 13.11.2017).
3. S.A.O. (Secrecy), KUK the Schemes of Examination and Syllabi of above mentioned courses have already been supplied vide Endst. No. ACS-III/17/15340-15352 dated 13.11.2017).
4. Directors/Principals of all Engineering Institutes/Colleges affiliated to Kurukshetra University running above said courses with request to download the Schemes of Examination and Syllabi of above mentioned courses.
5. Director, UIET, K. U. Kurukshetra.
6. Director, I.T. Cell with the request to get displayed the above letter on the K.U. website i.e. www.kuk.ac.in.

Deputy Registrar (Academic)